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Sunday, September 4, 1977

Video Corxversation with Joh Burris, Woody and Steina Vasulka

JOIv : So what is it about computers that interests you,

though?. You don't want to make images with them, do you?

WOODY : Images are the general verification of what's going

on inside . But I know by observing let's say Grauer and

Walter, that I'm not interested in structuralism as such .

I was tempted to before because video tends to challenge

you teward by saying there's a possibility of control .

And then you have to struggle for specifying it . Here

a priori the controli- is specified . . The performance is

arbitrary . That means, I don't believe that by variation
full

of a program . . .that theyvariation of the program is 4k-4ihc

challenge . . . because it can be done .

	

It's a large amount

of finite possibilities .

JOE : So what is there for the maker to specify? . . . i~-i ~s r m~wo~'L~

WOODY : It really depends . I would say the first level is

you can specify each frame . That is, brou can sit down and

quilt the film, as Kubelka would refer to z<,, he fe-i~5 . Tells
much

his film by maybe splicing each frame . It's veryrana-

logous . You sit down, and you say your film is'going to

have 1600 or 16000 frames . And you make a chart which will

contain definition of each frame, as complex: as your sys-

tem wants or as simple as you want . Like the basic would

be the black, either light or dark frame . And then you

suite it down . That's the first level o_ programming .

And that gives you infinite creative approach . The se-
en=

cond k:i~~ is using algorithmical, let's say mathematical

arithmetic or logical functions to create a priori a
would

structure and you control the structure by sertain input

parameters .

A LL/

J oh :- This is the structure between frames or within the

frai:le



WOODY : That's an interesting question . Let's divorce that

. . . I would say the first level would be hardware level .

Second level would be programming, which is a tool . Third

would be control . . .data so to speak . So that means we
at least

are hlready talking about'rtwo hardware, . . .

Z, : In a sense, sure . . .
and

VJOODY : . . .in a sense, but one control . But in a sense of a

first level, when you

	

only with hardware and your

program, which is let's say each frame specified, you wil;

be talking only about two parameters, which is you . . . rind

of controlling or conding the system rather directly

JOiJ : I don't understand what defines direct or indirect

here, because they both seem to be the same type of con-

trol or modification .

WOODY : No . The program itself can become t.4e structural

basis for your control . And that mrill be applied to hard-

tirare . But in the first case, when youre not using a pro-

gram. itself to create a structure, when you use the pro-

grame only to facilitate direct parameters from you to the

device . . .

J0-1 :

	

. . .as a manual interface . . .

WOODY : . . .that ;s right .

	

It's almost manual, because if

you weeld specify each element, there's not much dif-

ference as if you would turn the switches on . And what-

ever your capability of patience is, that's how your proi-

duct will look like . But it will be a direct translation

between your thought process, or decision, and yauar tool .

But the program itself contains then. . . it's very much like

oscillators,,uhen you hook up two or three oscillators, you

can only control . You cannot specify because they become

redundant . And in fact oscillators, wave-form generators



are carriers of program . . .they are programs . They are pro-

gramming devices . . .

STEIRA : Yes, they are programs .

WOODY: That's right, they are programm*dgr-ft

JON: Except that you don't have control over. . . You have con-

trol over the mode of their automatic functioning . You don't

have a point by point control of oscillators .

	

60ft dif-
iN AAACOV

ference between analog and digital, ,;6n that

	

-u haveccon-

trol ofer a process which is continuing .

STEINA : You can't freeze it, see if you have a ramp . . .

JON : It's a paradox: to freeze it, of course, because . . .

WOODY: But Jon, don't get misled, In fact, creating a pro-

gram is creating an analog tool, because the program itself

is an analog tool . Because it behaves . . . Once you create a

program, you can of course stop or freeze . That's the only

difference between analog systems which have to perpetruate .

There's no way that we can stop time in analog devices .

But of course, since $verything is sliced

	

, or grouped inl'J

small elements here, time elements, each of the elements can
S+opped and ekamined .

be called= _-_=

	

That's the only difference .

	

Because

once you create a program, you have''created an ambiguous

kind of model . . . or ambiguous kind of redundant model .

JOii: Sure, but this kind of divisibility puts it into a
since

frameworl; of itself . So that if you have, "_-¬ we're dealing
electronic tools

with aftaleg terme, an analog fra .ework that deals with brave

forms, as all of these tools do, if in some way you alter it

you're ghanging the wage- erg-ae.e~-a~ee-~i~e frequency and also
-tha!~_

the shape of the wave formv infolved . You've changed it in

kind . There's no divisibility here, because once you've
increased

stopped the ramp you've speated a whole set of

of sine waves .

WOODY: I think vie should introduce two levels here . One is

microprogramming and the other is macroprogramming . In a

sense of composition, like in perceptual time, when you start



some performance and you end, in fact you can view that ac

a wave form .
narrative?

JOR : In a narrow sense, sure .

WOODY: And that's what I would

	

to the wave--ferm

program which is using algorithmical structure . But indeed
actual

there is a second level, which is the'rimage forning process

which is not associated in that sense with kind of a real
iQt! t

time analog performance like here*

	

. It may be . . . .

JON : apparent . . .
if you

WOODY :W . .apparent switching of function . Butfswitch only

function, let's say, in arithmetic logic unit there's no
d1,,` .

wave form so to speak, except the display .

	

It is in fact a S+EC',

a discreet step, switching, your choice could be precise,

it's true . So we don't . . .

STEINA
/

:

WOODY : In a way, yes . If you say you want to perform a logic

operation, horizontal and verticle bars, it will be specified

to the degree that any-pejnt you can recall at any point al-

ways . . .

STEINA: I think you oust open and close gates .

JON : But the gates aren't opening and closing that fast, are
%17)(M IV ho k ,

they? It's not operating as say a computer for music syn-

thesis operates . Does it? This is a hardware question

really . It has to do with the capabilities . You're not

switching in the nanoseconds, I assume . You're not buil-

ding components of amplitude and frequency as you would be . . . .

WOODY : The switching rate, if yQu de&l with this system, on

it's peripheral, in it's output stage it is a range of nano-

seconds . It could be 50, 100 nanoseconds . The functio1~f

change is, once we prepare this digital structure, we have

to apply that to an analog conversion . And in that con-

version it may take certain longer time, but it is still a

range of microseconds . I mean, it actually rests on one

microsecond, because we can create an edge, and if you have

a microsecond it's not really an edge, it's an area already .

It's one sixtieth of a line . We can switch really in a range

of nanoseconds, even when we convert a binary, or the digital



information on the screen, which is the longest, in fact,

conversion .

JON:

	

All right . So precisely what is the computer doing

when-i-t at its lowest level when it puts out . . . -Vne imagc_

WOODY:

	

. . .that's right .

	

So what it does, it has to . . . two

functions . One is, it operates through its program . That

means, you set up parameters that it should perform, and it

applies its own parameters towards output device . Let's say

we have some unit which will be switched in particular com-
a

mand related to`~machine language structure . Second one is

to retrieve memory data . . . -4-61 you, can create You.:'-

JON : May I ask you a simple question, because you're aski_nr

it~

	

i~ia,6r.wu rnrt j~~n � i t�s�, th~eo~vW If I wanted to

create 256 vertic&l bars on the raster, how would the com-

puter do this? Just between black and white .

WOODY: This computer cannot do that .

JON : Assuming,that it could .

WOODY: Aha . There would have to be a clock . That means each

line would have to be counted, from beginning to the end, and

of only once it would hove to be multiplied one

	

Say ?

imes a second . . .

STEINA : Excuse me . Could I rephrase it, that you would only

want to make three bars . . .

IJOP : Gertainly- By all means .

STEINA: Then it would be easier to explain .

WOODY: So there is something vrithian internal structure the

computer calls a cycle, in which it performs a set of oper-

ations that you perform . . . prepare . . . make certain

	

.

And it goes to first operation and has to examine it and

perform it . That is usually in this system, 16-microsecond

long time . That means, in order to . . . if you have 63 micro-

seconds on the line, then you see hwvi much it can catch .
changing

Change that perform, like"high value to low value can be per-

formed only about three times . It's like a lockid-in os-

cillator which has a capability of producing let's say



white, black and white on the screen .

JON : I see .

WOODY : But, indeed it can change each line . You have certain

control over each line within those three parameters .

JON : All right . Let's say that I wanted in the first part

of a line for it to be black and the second part of the

line for it to be middle value and in the third part of it the Itnc

to be peak modulation . How would it do this?

WOODY : You would have to introduce something which would in-

volve assembling a binary representation of each segment .

That means your command would be to fetch or create three

numbers, either within the memory or through the progra?i:

itself, and apply these three numbers to digital/analog
-r,,`

converter . So that"two parameters would have to be ready .

One is the locational time code and the other the value code .

Usually the locational, the positional code is done through

a clock which the divides the horizontal or the vertical .

The other value has to be fed to the computer . But there's

a gray out of it of ®ourse . . .

JON : N0, I but I'm curious then . This computer has to at eaeh

oint within its resolution specify two sets of numbers, which

'', I assume, the value code which has to do with the bright

ness, leaving out color for now, and the positional code

which has to do for when this change begins and when it ends .

So that if indeed it had this capability of switching 256

times or whatever it can do, in the space of a line, it would

specify, and V--is is a question, would it specify 252 sets

of two numbers for each of those positions, or would it

specify a change until . . .

WOODY : Indeed it has to specify both . It has to know where
in

	

occ.vh.9
the change occurs and~'what brightfteee code the btightness . . .

JON : Of course,

WOODY But in order to do such a large number, you would have

to time-share it . You usually do it by allocating the fast

memory outside of the computer and I would say fill the buffer



with different times on the scale and then we apply it to

the screen at instants . . .
very

JON : I'm asking you a very simple question . And the simple

question is, for each point within the resolution of your

computer, does it in fact calculate a set of numberskor

the value voltage level and position? It doesn't specify,
the
a change and let it go until it reaches the next positional

point . One would be a semi-analog system and it's an in-

teresting duality.

WOODY : Any value change on the screen has to be indicated

to a binary number which tae-te-be is delivered to that par-

ticular location . . .-}hreuyh 0Ordiy%aCc~ .

JON : So your computer calculates only changes . It doesn't

calculate static conditions .

WOODY : That's right . It's this way in this case since our

buffer is small it sweeps through all the locations, but

there is no change, it simply doesn't change . 4 But it does

sweep through all locatinns . It can also be specified

through a program that enly only change will be dealt with .

JON : How does it deal with sync?

STEINA : See, this has to do with my question, because you

keep talking about the computer, and the computer doing it,

and that it is the computer . I think it is different . It

is the decoder and encoder, the buffer . The computer it-

self doesn't generate anything . And it has all to come back

to video -- so, could you make an analogy, because I couldn't

really do it -- between the way the signal travels from

camera, through camera-obscura, being decoded and then en-

coded back to the screen, to how we generate on the computer

from the decoding to the endoding .

WOODY : Let me give you first a poetic analogy . That for pie

the image-malting -- the actual video part of this is li~~e

floating structure . These are two boats that float side-by-



sidy. Each of them have their own time structure, they are

not related directly, they are not synchronous, they are in

fact two a-synchronous vellels . Each of them contain a cer-

tain amount of information and certain capability . Now,

in order to communicate between these two vessels, at one

point in time certain information has to be delivered from

one to the other . That's the only time when they are roped

together . It's every sixtieth of a second, there has to be

rope given from one boat to the other and in that moment

they provide certain synchronicity towards each other . But

the rest of the time, during the field scan information they

are free-floating again . So that would be the attitude be-

tween these two systems . They ate already two systems, they
little

are interlocked through thisrtime demand . They have some-

thing called a handshake which is a specific term, which

indicates that the rope completed its communication. They

handshake, both sides, and they disconnect this particular

rope . Tha And that's being done sixty times a second . But

they are totally autonomous in their performance . It's like

when you spoke about the creation of a line within a moni-

tor . You only trigger the beginning . The whole process of

forming the line is autonomous in time, and its destination

is unknown . I don't know, did I answer the question?

STEIhA : Yes, except you didn't clarify what is the role of

the computer and what is the role of the devices .

WOODY: Okay, now letts talk about the devices . The video-

making device, a field-forming, it's a field forming de-

vice, a set of clocks, it is in fact a sync generator . And

this sync generator generates what video generates -- lines,

it makes a field . The only difference here is that the lines

are numterically specified . They are not accidental in the

sense of length, they are clocked . Even lines are controlled

by UEe clock . In video it's clock of a line . Here its



O

is a clock of an element of a line . Ifn this case its a
when it

nine megahurtz clock . That means when it clocks,"'jumps

and creates a line, each element represents a binary num-

ber, and if we look at the whole screen we can biew it as

a binary-specified numerical structure, in this case 8-

bits horizontal numbers and 8-bit vertical
STEIPTA : What does it mean in the sense of a line? How

many elements of a line . . . can you control?
WOODY : 256. You can control 256 elements on horizontal and

256 elements on vertical which corresponds with half frame

that means a field specification. I Is it clear? or not?
JON : It's clear .
WOODY: It's a little bit tricky how the number, is created .

If you understand binary numbers, left's say on the top

line is a very fast elesks high-frequency clock, changing

high and low . Below, it's changing every second. Below,
aglin . If you sample in time the screen, this tray (he

indicates a verticle slice) there will be eight numbers
vertical

which could be interpreted as an absolute"flocation, or
horizontal location . But that may not be . . .
JON : I don't understand. Eight numbers . . .

1 said
WOODY: That means," every point on line is specified through

an 3i-bit number . That means when you start creating the
para I le I

line, the clock vrill have to output purer . . .
JOI1 : . . .sure, beginning at a specific point . . .

al
YJOODY : . . . 8 information sequences . If you displFy theca on
a screen, the highest one vrill be changing very fast .
Lower one . . .
JOYI : . . .because of the nature of the numerical binary dis-
play . . .
"JO0DY : that's right . There would be like striue of different
time divisions .

	

.that
J0I1 : Because this is moving so fast there is no illusion of
simultaneity. I see .
WOODY : That's right . But you can actually sample it as para-

llel output, b*4 because it does exist as parallel output .
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JON : So what does this allow you do do?

WOODY: That allows you to treat the screen as an absolute

numbering . . . it's a location . . . it's a set of two numbers,
Where

horizontal and vertical . '"Rt it helps you is to address,

there's an addressing structure to the field . That means
indeed(

if you create a square that:--rteffts you can calculate
of

beginning to the square and an end 4e the square in a sense

of numerical code and that's how the computer can in fact
wk

communicate to the screen .

JON : I see . So that is to say that every point, let's say

that you're dividing a line in terms of these very short

the first digit of the binary code, that the next lmne

down, let's say the next even line down, the other next

line down, tirill be specified by not the same number 1n a

code, but an entirely different number . Is this correct?
the nature of

Because

	

what I don't understand is "'this multiple

division of the time code in terms of the vertical .

WOODY : '

	

, gach line will be specified by the same
~~ Ntt~y

sequence of 8 numbers, but at the same time the field will

be e'ri-s decreased, because the field when it's at the highest

point vn ll have the most complete number and then slowly it

will be counted down . It's a little bit abstract process .

` XOId : Very abstract .

WOOD : It is the basis of it . You don't have to grab it now .
eceau5 e

I kept it Am a long time in the back of my mind .' I couldn't

visualize it . But eventally it clicked, it's a fantastic

idea . As each line has to count from the highest to the

lowest, each field has to count from the highest to the
they're

loviest and tiiere e coincidence . That means highest number

of a line can still become very low number of a field . But

on the contrary, when fields start regeneratnng, the buffer,

I mean the counter is filled again with the highest number .

So it is that hind of a process in which time, the clock

divides and specifies



J01 : Let's get back to the modes of control . That is to say
the three aspects of the system . We're tall -ing about

	

-
programming a

	

i~e

	

e~,r the hardware
and the control .

again
WOODY : I would say that, 4er-sue*1* the hierarchy of hots
7or ~~,a:nple
much''the hardware- carried, horn intelligent hardware is, or
how co}nple;. .
JON : How intelligent, or how flexible :
WOODY: -z-Pt nP n i

	

i + +~^; ^

	

°~_-.

	

By nvrr I also can forsee hoz,
hardware is replaceable by software . Or what is kind of ;.-
proportionally possible in sense of software and hardware .
Let's say if you look at that matrix, for example . That1'W'tt~`1JE!L~

	

~~Ctn,Eh. pf"`f Erv
George Brown.v'fhat's very exact locations . There are lights
on it, there is a keyboard .
screen as a graphic display, and lights can be

This matrix can be made ~~f__
indicated et's Sad:' ,;

-- which 15szW by cross and empties by 0's, and there's a cursor
electronically created cursor -- which services them . In a

i v, iac+

very, identical tray, it's product is 4the same as very ela-
borate hardware . Drilling the holes, putting in LED's, and
operating the display . All that you need is a point spe-
cifidation and you sit dorm with a graph paper and in fact
divide the screen into absolute location of time, in this
case a two-dimensional space, and in instant, this hardt,.rare
structure is replaced by a software structure . But that's
the first level . That's the physicality of the hardware .
The same applies to a device . Sorie devices have for exam-
ple many clocks . And they are almost independent, so the

or-I-.,
corouter'rcan only access the.. very briefly and just guide
them to perform these elaborate actions . Some systems have
none of the specified hardware and all the hardware is
assembled within the computer as a structure . But they
serve a very identical purpose . And it was in fact a
surprise to Lie, because people always mention "You shouldn't
do that, you should do it through software" But at that
time it was totally abstract to me -- how can'you replace
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how that
a structure as hardware," since I come from video lrhere hard-
Vrare is the basis C-j~ of production, of any product . But
suddenly the possibility of replacing totally the ha4vare
strudture through software is possible .
J0I; : But this is because you quantize qualities . That you
have taken these aspects which are . . .That the machines of
analog control -- analog sypthesis -- operate on essentially
different principles, different processes . And each of those,
processes is specified by the particular machine youtre using.

various
Here you've divided theseyqualities that are necessary to the
specific types of analog hardware that we use' in video or

I(AibAfclalzaiicn,)

audio and you've replaced them tirith a a_uantization of values
which can then be substituted completely. Information theory
tells us this . So it's the exact equivalent . So what youtvc
given yourself is the flexibility to cross properties while
maintaining the single system . X*this seems to be the
principle youjre talking about now .
L'OODY: What I was describing was the first level which is
hardware . You already went into a formal kind of manifes-
tation . That is a second step, that you can in fact
specify the behavior, or performance of the hardware in a
particular tray, as you linked it to the performance of an
analog . But indeed, analog performance is already a pro-
gram which is inherited within analog tools . But it can,

5irnuiatecj
surprisingly enough, be sesimilated, or performed through particular
mathematical functions . . .
JOI; : . . .of the digi
WOODY: . . . but they rather belong, to the progra=m-, or
mathematical equipment . It is not the first level . . . I
mean, digital equipment as hardware is entirely different
from the analog . Their relationship in performance can
only be specified through a program . But

	

surprisingly
indeed, the mathematical specification of program looks very

equipment . . .



much like what's experienced through inherited properties
how I would link them .

of analog systems . That's wh&4-

	

-

	

. But what's

interesting is as* that the digital computer is a totally

ambiguous tool, and anything that should for example mani

fest either pictorially or acoustically,

	

. .

l'JOODY : . . .or even numerically, as a table, whatever . . . All

these things, all these models have to be built into the

computer . The computer is for me a large room, or it's a

large warehouse in which inside you can. build stage to shoot

movies, you can build a model of the universe Yrith all the

stars rotating around, you can also put a dying patient there,

monitor the death of a human being .

JOE : So tell me,

	

what do you build in to the computer

to give it these capabilities :

WOODY : An interesting question .

	

First of A11, we have not

built anything since we built the hardware to do video . We

avoided this question. First of All, I didn't know that it

was possible, and secondly, the computer itself does not

accomodate -- this computer has no capability of dealing with

screen directly . But in theory and in practice with larger

systems, even the sync can be generated directly, numericallY

through a program . That means there is no need for video as

a hardware setur . All video only conceived through a set of

instructions . And the computer can serve five minutes be-

fore a;sinulation of third world war and right after it

can serve as a broadcast studio .

JON : So what I'm curious about then, is when you speak of

building, what did you call then, not capabilities, pro-

perties? I forget . Call them capabilities of the system,

you're not building a capability as such you're building as

parametere in terms of speed and storage, is this correct?



vari ouC.
That would enable you to perform these`friathematical computa-

tions that you need to do the third world war and so forth ;

that there is no inherent difference in the structure of a

computer for video or for warfare simulation, it's only in

terms of speed and computational ability . Is this correct

or not correct?

WOODY : It is correct .

J0I1 : So that a computer is fairly much a blank check .

	

You

call it ambiguous . It can do anything if you can specify it

in the software as long as it has the hardware capabilities

to operate at that speed and Complexity .

;WOODY: Right . But there is something, I would say . There iss

a building of a system within a computer . You have to bring

let's say your data structure, let's say you bring your

camera obscura *ith you on a piece of paper-punched tape .

And then you have to enter that and create what's called

object -- object asdvAi module which is a binary specified

program within a core . By doing that you've built, sort of

pseudo-physical or . . . you have built in a way physical,

physicality of a camera obscura into the system, so you've

converted this warehouse into a special purpose tool . Indeed,

many special-purpose tools can reside side-by-side . The

closest analogy would be speech synthesis .

	

All you'd do,-i= wk*~t
in you'd

the same computer 4which"produced pictures, you allocate cer-

tain part of the warehouse for the machine, which is now a

soft machine, software machine, to let's say assemble cer-

tain codes into what's called speech . And it has a program

which assembles those things and puts them out in between
P uT

the picture out', because unfortunately

	

usually a

computer has a single output -- a port -- and through that

single port it has to push through all the information that Shou.IA

goes out,

	

normally it's done by time-sharing . Certain

things are held back while other things are . . . But that's

about the capability . Generically, it's the same system

same storage . And suddenly there are

two different products . Which is unheard of in let's say
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we

analog systems, unless, as ye7a know, vie take sound-making
J

devices and apply them to control video systems, or direct

regeneration .

JON; But that's a question of display, more than function .

WOODY : Right, it is not making a distinction between generic

differences . You don't build special-purpose machines

CS
to'into this . . .social economics .

within a computer . . .

	

16

	

0w

STEINA : How many functions do you consider a computer has in

image-making? Like a control function . We use two : we use a

control function and we use a generating function but indirect

generating, and then what you're talking about now is direct

generating . So, how many categories, or how many sub-groups?

WOODY: I see . So, I'll put it another way . The time scale,

or time accomodation of what's called perception continuity

of image and sound -- that perceptual continuity depends upon

the speei of 4,1&& performance . That means if you want to re-

peat a field of information, perceive it as ki:nAeeo a contin-

uous let's say dynamic interpretation, you have to do it let's

say 60 times a second . If you want to do it directly from the

computer without allocating this function outside like in

our case, you would probably . . .it'simpossible in this case .

What is the question?

STEUA : What, are those kind of the three groups that An all-

purpose computer can do in generating an or controlling

images . . .

WOODY : There's only one question . Is the computer capable of

performing them in time . Or does it have to use intermediary

within tt's time, performance . You have to use intermediary

called the image-making bus in order to even deal with the
y

function modes, or control modes . $ut three are indeed not

the primary, they are built since the system is

	

economic

or small, or prohibitive . So we have to bring the social fac-

STEINA: But it's also a matter of knowledge . Because in

generation there is still an awful lot to be done . There

is very little that has been done yet, as we see with John
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probably
Whitney . He brought *ea

	

everything they had done, which

is two or three years of very extensive work . I think he

brought every last image .

JON : Sure.. So let's get back to concepts .

WOODY: All right, all right, if you can steer it somehow .

JON : All right . So in terms of this division, which you

have, these three aspects which are ; number one, the hard-

ware, which is the IC's inside the thing, basically, the

software, which is how you can manipulate these IC's and
thirdly

the manual control, . You speak of a kind of

equivalence between the software and the hardware . That is
which w~~,

to say that you have this machine t

	

do virtually

anything that's within its parameters and that you can pro-

gram it to perform the tasks and specialized devices that

you would have an analog . . . . . .that in some sense hardware

and software are equivalent, interchangeable . So, can you

continue on this .

CVO, ODY:

	

It poses basically, a question of materiality of a

tool, and understanding a tool as

	

immaterial . Raswrf
-4 -P Nr Like we deal through integrated

circuits, for example . It is'"a set of pragmatic commands to

do that . Because if our ambition, or if our ability would

be to see the computer as pure tool within itself, you would

not have urge of dealing t~rith the components, as you describe

it . So in a way, first of &11, it is our knowledge deficiency

that we seek this material"r understanding of image, or com-
path

ponent, or tool - specialized tool pmlt. We have taken this
path wa-
*art because it*!~' traditional to us from very long . Thi . -,

indeed generated from a box . There is a physicality called

a sync generator . There is a camera . These things are ab-

solutely unrelated to the puristic understanding of a compu-

ter . Because these things, as I said, &.:. have been
images absolutely

JON : So you can create

	

through these

	

_

	

non-

material* things c&lled wave forms, in analog video . The

bo ",; is again, only a mode of control and a programming im-

Dlement that's used to do this, In a somputer again you're a
J
q%%'~

using a different type 45t device which produces these rave
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forms that are aglin immaterial to create an image . So it seems

to me that the difference lies somewhere else . Not in terms

of the materiality of analog video and %at& immateriality ek,
because

but instead, perhaps4 you've abstracted them, in a digital sys-

tem you've abstracted 4" that material one other level .

Which is that you've taken the quality out of it, you've taken

the size . You've instead substituted elements that are so

small, that you can use them to construct almost any other

larger component, which is the nature of digital .

WOODY : I would say it is the capability of presentation of a

code in time . That means, everything. . . Let's speak about the

resolution . lvWe want to speak about densities, or locations

of elements of image, these all in abstract way can be re-

presented through a code . You have to either accept it or
if

not accept it, but it is like that ." We have a long, binary

number tire can specify

JON: Sure, but it's falling apart . What intrigues me the

most, is that you've eliminated that which is most tangible

to us, which is that you'Ve &liminated quality . You've

eliminated . . . on that level .

WOODY: No, I'll tell you, I'm just trying to des$rpy the
ility

perceptual mechanism as the only possible

	

of perceiving

let's say reality . You see, but let me just give you an

example . . .

JOT: : But we're talking about two different things, I think.
Jon

MITiA : "w, what do you mean by quality:

JON: So when I touch something,or when I look at something,

when I 9nvision something wiaemmi imagine something, what I
are

imagine irw a set of qualities like color, shape and so-

forth . I'm. imagining all these aspects . That which is real

to me in the world is a system of qualities . Which is like

I don't hear the sine waves that are making up the complex:

wave forms t:w from Steina's violin, for instance .1 What I'm
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Lea
hearing is tat analog wave form which is Steina's violin .

a

WOODY : You're brining it back to the basic

	

the question .t

That is, are you

	

to decode the beauty of . . . .Are you

here to judge the existence of the universe?# Or was the

universe here before you, to be more beautiful than ever .

STEIhA : What's fascinating to me, &lso, when you say a

violin and things like that -- all a violinist strives for

all his life is control . And in analog systems, all vie were

striving for, all the time was control and is control . And

you long for a machine that has the absolute, total control .

Once you get it, there have been many years spent on computers

to find a true random generator and they haven't found it .

What they've come closest to is something cAlled pseudo-random . . .

JOI+ : Vihich is . . .
STEINA : It :^_11 eventually repeat . And computer people spent

an awful lot of time in losing control, because the

	

a#o
machine is so absolutely controlled that it becomes inhuman .

So tire always have to strive for what's not there . Vie

always want a tool th t does the opposite . And I think that

what we will always have to end with is hybrid . Because

everything is hybrid, is this yin and yang, back and forth .

Because you both leant to tall: about absolutes : the absolute

analog ==d the absolute digital . . . 4v aheaol .
WOODY : Io, I want to ask you a question . Do you third. eauty,

vie are seeking beauty, or that beauty is? You

see, what you are asking is that you would be seeking, seeking
the vossibility of . . .
JON : You're very European and I'm very American .
STEI71'A : I thin-. the opposite .
-`

	

-}ho CZ4 h
JON : What I am sating"is - that you are subdividing to a degree
Wher'Ctit you can generate from these absolute abstractions, which

little
are theselbinary levels that exist at a pe speed that ic

virtrually unimaginablef to use and invisible to us except z= 4hrou6h
certain kinds of displays such as video -- that you have
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liriinated all 1',inds of distinguishing mats except in the

building from these digital aspects .

MOODY: Let me e::plain in two ways, . First of all, that

scale is a state of mind . You only . . .

JON : Can we stop this? This is incomprehensible and . . .

MOODY Yo, It's mechanistic . If you say that video is fast,

I must laugh, by no:"r . Eot because I am a smart person, but

because I've seen, someone let me see this . I have seer

things that are impossible, in fact, because they are too

slow, they cannot appear as pictures . Or the obstacles .

I've seen the difficulties in which time like you speak about
aged

video which is a manageable medium for a middle . :. .techn1cian .

But there are problems that cannot be approached because they

are too fast, and they cannot be managed through components,

for example . But they exist, and we know it . The second

part . . . What was the second part you said?

	

Secondly, I

think it is possible to make total underst1inding of reality

through the elements .

	

There's no need for large narrative or oiler'

structures . And I think the poetic principle of today is
-the

not trulyl interpretive, or as you brought in, camera appre-

ciative . In fact, poetic principlesof today are the analytic

ones ; I'm absolutely more satisfied with what we call generally

a poetic principle of fantasy . . . the need for fantasizing is

definitely within the scale of elements that we can access .

JON : So then I think we completely agree .

1110ODY : I don't know . You seem to always bring this appre-

ciation of art, somehow . Always sneRks into your attitudes

as if you would be longing for it, you see .

JON : No . but I think that . . . that this tool is devised .

	

I

mean, you can look into the innards of your computer and

you can see these things . But yet it's devised to bring

things to us on a level that we're able to perceive . It's

a building * thing and so it's still a perceptual mechanism .

It still presents us with these qualities that are for our

eyes or for our ears - whatever context you may put them in

esthetically - so it's a different frjemework. I mean we
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don't disagree on this .

WOODY : It is a symbolic proof, ;Lt is not an absolute proof

any more . . . You cannot take any system . . . Because any time

you present this possibility the answer is, or the reaction

is "But why cannot do this?" because in our minds we have
seen

trouble there . Vie have to see the end of it, we havev totally

synthesized images, but it always is the deficiency that we

have to deal vrith . Because the human mind cannot be matched .

It has been explored to the utmost .

STEINA : The deficiency is really that there are no new images

there are only 4, new tools .

JOE : And this is in a way the terror of digital .

STEINA : It is not a terror, it's like . . . There are those

different video systems like there is a N"r V~ .,system,

there is a Dave Jones system that Ralph uses there is a our

system - George Brown - The images are spitting alike . There

is no difference, there is keying, colorizing, but they are

exactly the same . But everybody has been talking about those

+ools

	

, this revolutionary approaches say that Hern (?)

has with M his voltage controls that is supposed to make new
rnake5 %rnaee5

images : it doesn't, it

	

s exactly the samey because there's
to

only those images . Now we get Qse computer it's the same

images because, I didn't know: it until actually quite recently,

it is all built on loops . And that was long before a computer

became a controlled system like this thing used for us when
they
wr viere using it just to count salaries and things . It is all

in count-downs or count-ups and what is a count-down or a
4tiien

And then it goes, and"starts again, it's a sawtooth .

And then there are sine waves or there are square waves, it

is all cyclic . And so there is nothing really new except that

those can be made absolutely 100 percent precise whereas

analog waves are not . And you can take . . .

WOODY: . . . It can't be made completely precise .

	

Also the com-

puter program has a lot of

	

ambiguities . . .

count-up?
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STEINA:

DO LOOP and

it's a wave

WOODY : It's

in Fortran it
But it is called loop, and the

	

.s

	

is called
be % ieve5

everybody lilms in the do loop and what is it,

tural kind of effort .

form, that's all it is .
ing

an organizU principle, it is . If you lool~ht iti

from a distance as a

	

oscillator, oscilloscope
v a~

and you see

	

a sine wave . But of course it's z

process through which things are organized . We're talking

continuously . . .You brought up last time -- We are talking

of organizing principles of certain images . . . it's a struc-
_50rne

We are trying to communicatev struc-
structure:.

tunes that indeed look like any other . But except t

there is access to the element and elements now can be treated

as they could have never been treated before . In some other
like

areas they could, r in speech maybe . . .

JOE : Slower processes, sure . . .

WOODY : 9 . .. mathematics always, . But this is a whole different

a15~

idea about what media represent because suddenly we can

specify media in a certain met of absolute codes . So that

I would say is the essence .
aBut

	

very deeply
STEIIvA: 2i also

	

analog has been -@w*&*_1p influenced
that

	

novr
bu di4ital

	

~

	

say'loscillators have becomerso precise .

And you can phase lock oscillators, and we . . . Both the tech-

nological achievement andY the demand for it I think come

from digital .

t'100DY : Because a new scale of precision is possible, becausE

the digital systems are a new set of clocks which are con-

trollable clocks . So the time scale has shifted somewhere

else that's why it w" influence# definitely always the

tools of the present system . There's a built-in future of

time definition .

JOE : So why is it you're working with computers?

WOODY : It's a sworn duty by nova .

JOE : Could you be more specific?
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WOODY : It's a very interesting question . Not really interes-

ting but . . . I think that . . . first of all I cansb give &W up any

attempts at of making structural work in

	

image .

Because it gives me -g possibility of dealing with large

behavioral models .

	

I can say my computer has to accom-

modate every cultural aspect .

JOi~ " . . .has the capability to of doing this :

sense, indeed it does . You can put
can

a few words into it, it saws speak up, it could make cer-
WOODY ; No, in a

tain symbold on the screen and can compose them . So that in
alai m

a way again gives me

	

d cj territory which I can have for

myself in some vay, so I don't have to de&l with specialization .

The second is the fascination, of course, because it is in-

teresting . And third, I can do it . I don't know why, vie

kind of have the conditions f= doing it so we do it . So

these are the pragmatic solutions . Thirdly I do believe it

is my duty to do it .

S

JON:

TEINA : It's a very hard question for me . . .very hard question .

think- we have to come to grips with how 0 vie want to . . .

what kinds of concepts and frameworks we want to talk about .

Because I think we're having a real problem .

WOODY : So, Jon, you have to be the thinker here,

(here a break was taken)

JAN : My question is, is the goal of programming a digital

computer . . . to generate an image . . . is the goal a program

that will run of its own, from beginning to end, whether or
constantly

not it$s beingyfed

	

external data as input . Or is the goal

to devise a program that allows an human interface, constant

interaction between the operator and the program ityelf .

'fir The second seems to me much more interesting in generating

a program .
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WOODY : Unfortunately I have a lengthy answer . First of all,

I was interested in video because v!6des:it was a phenomena

did not ask these questions . It was a phenomenon

that could have been done in a group ; because there's no

personalization of control yet . It could have been done in
body

team ; basaw every*we was in a way perceiving with equal

respect . The triviality of it was Very important because

that's sent through a feedback, which is a system performance .

Suddenly these relationships were minimized . Of course you

could also say that it was a certain degree personalized by

certain set of choices . But as a phenomenon, to observe this

that

about the same .

was beyond what's called . . . aesthetic appreciStion . It was

simply as much stronger urge . In a sense of a computer it's
out

But what I'm trying to fine are the inner-

no" modes, which, again in a way

	

-4* a

	

cedbad .

	

In

which the system would perform or~, in which I could

observe these inner modes of

	

Sub-per~er~~an
..

That's why
after

again . . . from this personal . . :video phenomena we went into
o~

specification J=* video = kind of a more personal basis,

in that moment we ceased a teamwork . She cannot work in a

team once it becomes a controllable tool . And this stage

again, this is a team work . In fact I haven't produced a

one piece of video except a few test programming . Most of

the other people they do actual work because they find some

reason for working with it,,,*ee . I have none . All I'm

doing, I'm trying to find this particular mode feedback

loop in which I could observe and indeed

	

,_ - control

it . But in the next stage it will probably become a per-

sonal tool of mine, as other people's when suddenly the con-

frontation of these questions will come . But I have always
rathcr

managed to avoid these questions which seem to bev moral, or

red moralistic, or of a nature of a struggle between the

creation and material and . . . so I don't know .
ve

ST~A See, it is like image and sound half always been very
0tXt

distant throughla history, they have been veyy distant,

different mediums
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bc~na,
and with moving image it started

	

closer

because it was an image in time and there have been alot

of attempts made to make moving image into film . Video came

already a lot closer to it by being instant like music is .

That whatever you make you instantly hear back, you can feed

back to it . And ks" video b7fought with it the same things

as music has : the group performance, the improvisation ; But
yearn

also there was a pen for a score-making -- because that's

where music V is at its highest -- as a composition, as a score .

And video couldn't do that . Now, that's where computer comes

in and I don't know . . .

WOODY : It's too clear, it's too clear a model . . .

STEINA: . . .it's clear . . .bur .

WOODY : What you are describing is indeed an evolutionary

process of the

	

you know?
soul

STEINA: Yes, but in that way vit" has always been so envious

of sound, of music, and has always yearned to join that media .

Vd00DY: . .to disclose . Because the music is much, maybe struc-

turally manageable, of covrse . So that might have brought 4

the emergence of score in music in such a masterly . But

I'm interests in observing the phenomenon much more than

any creative process which would be in fact culturally de-

fined materials .

	

That means your question* is -}he 5ame a: jor

What is in fact the cultural placement of this activity or

image within the whole culture . I cannot refutse to deal

with these things . I don't have to $n a way be . . . I know

do it like Grauer, all his life he is

#w structure as a definition of a cultural

other people who

trying to define

product but when

the composition,

I guess it's not

we can try, but . . .

you ask him hey what is the result, that is

what idea does tt carry; he cannot answer .

up to us to define the cultural content . . .
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JON : You know, the thing that intrigues me about these tools

is the fact that in a sense they're objective and they're not

cultural . That they exist outside of culture, to a degree

they're automatic in that they will operate on their own .

That they will carry out a process that you can to a degree

specify or set up the parameters of it, and that these

things exist outside of culture . Within that cultural inter-

vention that exists wha* in the construction of the particular

machine . . .

(side one ends)

JON : . . .esthetic creation, content viewing, they're all the
thin ¬

sane Vin a way .

	

That there seems to be an implied and to a

large degree fairly well-stated attempt to . . . to relate thIsc,

modesof esthetic-to these things

	

that are real, which

are illustrated and specified to a degree by this equipment .

And this has to do with the range of possibilities for

lboking at, process or phenomenon or whatever you did and
are doIY,9

	

this kind of
some other people

	

So there's4cohesion that's

there but it's only sparked by the fact that we have this

hardware . And now we have this machine, the computer which

will do almost anything if it lies within its parameters .

And the hardware is no longer a problem, the problem becomes

the software, which means that in a way you're in the position

of awing lmost to define the phenomenon under investigation .

a t the same time as trying to observe it and that puts you in
irta~u.I

maybe a

	

l position, maybe not . But it's certainly a

difficult one .

WOODY : But let me go back to what Graaer said which was --

maybe we should be formalists, because it's really the most

difficult position to take . Because if you say that the tools

around us provide naturally structures inai4e fact, and the

computer is the tool which is the most open or least de-

fined and then the structure you build in becomes
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the relevant one, then I think it's the perfect tool to

exercise formalism . But at the same time it is part of the

evolution which is natural and any product being assembled

through this tool . . .

JON : . . .can be seen as natural . . .

MOODY : . .can be seen as natural, or naturalistic . And I

think this is a dilemma in which there is a total violation

of these natural, or naturalistic processes towards the
in

intellectual one"which formalism is supreme, in a way . It

Maybe more ridiculous, maybe not misunderstood, it may be

unrewarding, it may be unsellable, it may be asynchronous to

the rest of the art, but I guess it is the highest exercise

of any duties of us . Yet so many of us, including myself,
a5 d

wouldn't be able to take a stand a& formalist. I would not
that

	

beta"ksc
be able to explain myself . . :I do4 not believe in form . "form

of course indeed is a content and it presents an idea which

I would have to defend, and I don't have those ideas to be

defended . So I guess it is the most difficult position to

take .1 I think some people do it, like Tony is trying to
a paV

in a way define formalism as a school of thought a and

L activity .

STEINA : So what is the formal today? in arts? Is it forma-

lism or naturalism or hybrid? How is the world oriented

toward art right now?
bu

WOODY: It depends what we all understand " formalism .

STEINA : Victor was saying that he thought the world was

coming back to formalism. away from naturalism . And I

think it is formalism that reigns now . I fins people

very much down on totally emotional expressionism . . . ire art .

WOODY : Why do you think emotional expressionism has anything

to do with formalism?

STEINA: Okay, good . Define formalism .

WOODY : We have to create this term, or interpret thAt term

of formalism in our own minds . I think formalism is 4lways

to me anyways, the least natural to my own mind . Or some-

think that I cannot reach .

	

And I guess formalism must be
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defined in other people's minds somehow similarly. Because

you have to make a special effort to violate your naturalism
to create a formalistic work and defend it as the most arti-
ficial .

	

Because_ what's natural . . . the anti-pole to natural
is artificial . So the least natural is the most formal .
JON : It is a specifically constructed framework thAt is,
comes, it's a system khon+x .gema w of ideas that is constructed

by the mind of the maker, unlike in some sense naturalism
which is investigating some properties thAt are outside
of the maker .
WOODY : Construct it a and defend it . Put as the content .
You can never fall back on anything .

to
STEIPA : All right, so

	

it has nothing As do with ra-
tionalism versus emotionalism or any stAte of mind or any-
thing . It has to do with artificiality versus naturalism .
WOODY: As I say, if live divorce ourselves from what five are as

ies
part of the nature, as living beings or as societp

	

or
colonies, if live say titre are deep individuals, or individualistic
beings which have their own synthesizers in their own heads
then we are entitled indeed indee to perform formalization

it c~g~?end s
of such a process . I don't know . ~ow

	

you define it?
That's what I understand by it . And also if you take people
like Grauer has, taken like 11ondrian . Of course you can

Wc25

	

i h
apply his theory because Mondrian's work

	

'a way
formally define as least naturalistic .
SOT; : Except that 14ondrian was always representation&l in a
way . He always kept that . And he went back to it ft the
end of his life . But he allays used those squares as a

kind of
kind of direct representation of some essence or whatever . . .
rhythm or whatever }),~dt he saw .
WOODY : . . .space, which is almost object-like treatment of
squares

JOT1 : So Mondrian's a bad choice . But . . .

brnak ~
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we cannot deal with this ear problem on even simple level

of understanding . We should . . . in fact I'm inclined to

regret that I have involved other people in it because;

it is maybe very important to do step-by-step rationali-
~t Used

nation - it may take a longer time, but I'

	

too much

outside help already . Because now I'm trying to rationalize

the tool, it " s easier because you can ask . And asking is a

fantastic way of learning . But in fact the physical work,

I think should be accomplished by a single individual ascoat-c-
a tt, as valid eM- exoperivsnt as the product, in fact

more . I don't know how to communicate that mode of ex-
probAo i v

perience which is V very important . But these are the ques-

tions that I would answer . But maybe I should prepare some

questions for you, I don't know, how do you feel?

JON : We should V probably have a graph, a graph of levels of

questions . we would have a graph of questions of hardware,

questions of motivation, questions of culture, questions

of construct, it then might be too limiting .

WOODY: What we should do, we should maybe do a cogple more,

whatever, sessions . Then stop it, do some- kind of

little editing, and after Christmak, next year . . .

END OF TAPE


